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Sharp Teeth Theatre
March – April 2022

Company Summary
Sharp Teeth Theatre are based in Bristol and are
associate artists with the Wardrobe Theatre. In 2016
they were supported by Bristol Old Vic’s Bristol Ferment
and Camden People’s Theatre to develop The Fox
and the Child. In 2018 they made Parlour Games in
a co-production with the Wardrobe Theatre which
toured the South West and beyond, and began work
with Marie Hamilton on Polly: The Heartbreak Opera,
a radical adaptation of John Gay’s sequel to The
Beggar’s Opera (supported by Arts Council England,
Bristol Old Vic Ferment and Greenwich Theatres). They
have co-run a stage at Valleyfest in 2017 and 2018, and
curated a popular monthly night of theatre, spoken
word, music and storytelling at The Wardrobe Theatre
from 2014 to 2019.

The acclaimed Sherlock in Homes series began with
Murder at the Circus in September 2020 and Murder
on Ice in May 2021, receiving 5 Star reviews from The
Stage, followed by Sherlock in Homes III: Murder at the
Games in December 2021. Sherlock in Homes utilises
the full potential of the Zoom platform and invites its
audience to become detectives and study the crime,
evaluate the evidence and join together in teams to
interrogate the suspects in separate breakout rooms.
Finally, the audience of detectives get the chance to
present their theories and cast their votes on ‘who
done it’!
http://www.sharpteeththeatre.org

Most recently they have been developing a series of
interactive online murder mysteries called Sherlock
in Homes, performing to international audiences on
Zoom as a result of the COVID-19 lockdown.
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Sharp Teeth Theatre
March – April 2022

Residency Summary
The residency with Sharp Teeth Theatre consisted of nine
2-hour online sessions and took place over two separate
periods of concentrated research and development
during March and April 2022, allowing the team to reflect
and prepare in between for their final performance
outcome. The breadth of the team’s experience from
directing and acting to video design and streaming
meant they could manage the entire production
themselves, once initial guidance and support had been
provided by the Telepresnce Stage research team. For
their Telepresence Stage residency, Sharp Teeth decided
to rework their previous performance of Sherlock in
Homes II: Murder on Ice, with two actors playing all the
parts form their separate homes in London and Bristol.

Stage final performance is ambitious and lasts 30
minutes. Captain El Sharto addresses the online audience
as though they are detectives and sets the scene,
describing the murder of renowned explorer Admiral
Albert Ross. The audience of detectives are introduced to
the suspects and set to work interrogating them in their
quarters. The actors improvise in character to answer
the audience’s questions, denying any involvement
categorically. The detectives are then invited back to the
Captain’s cabin to present their theories of who done it,
before the truth is finally revealed.

Set in a 1920s Antarctic expedition base camp called
‘Little England’, the Sharp Teeth team explored cold
isolated scenes and special effects including in Captain El
Sharto’s cabin abord the ‘good ship Sesacional’, moored
on the edge of an Antarctic ice sheet; in the base camp
radio tower during a blizzard; and in the expedition crew
members quarters. The Sherlock in Homes Telepresence
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Sharp Teeth Theatre
March – April 2022
Company Engagement
Sharp Teeth Theatre wanted to build on their experience
and success of their earlier Sherlock in Homes
productions for Zoom. They were interested in exploring
what more could be possible using the Telepresence
Stage platform, with the actors being allowed the
freedom to share the same screen space scenographies,
rather than being confined to their individual Zoom
windows. Audience engagement and interaction
is a major part of Sharp Teeth’s unique approach,
significantly contributing to their previous success and
rave reviews. They were therefore keen to share their
final Telepresence Stage performance on Zoom, but
also emphasise its liveness and include their Zoom
audience in the Telepresence Stage output through live
video and audio inputs as well as incorporating the chat
from the Zoom audience.

“This medium feels like it wants
to be more live than the way
that we’ve been using it, so it will
be really nice to look at how we
can incorporate more audience
interaction and improvisation
into what we are doing”
Stephanie Kempson, Sharp Teeth Theatre co-director

The Sharp Teeth residency was led by Stephanie
Kempson, director, writer and dramaturg, in
collaboration with co-director Peter Baker, with actors
Tom Fletcher and Alice Lamb and technical director
Chloe Mashiter, a theatre-maker specialising in
interactive, game-based performance.
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Sharp Teeth Theatre
March – April 2022
Ideas and Experiments
Sharp Teeth’s unique style of online theatre engaged
directly with its live audience, allowing actors and
audience members to break the ‘fourth wall’ through
a highly interactive dramaturgical approach. In the
opening scenes, Captain El Sharto introduces the
audience to the suspects, who appear on a film
projection screen in his cabin (as a screen within
a screen), allowing them to act in character as if
unaware of the audience (Image 1; pg.8). Sharp Teeth
also allowed the Zoom audience members to visually
participate in scenes, appearing through portholes
and windows (Image 2; pg.8), and from under tables
(Image 3; pg.9). This technique was used to great effect
in the concluding scenes, when an audience member
detective was invited to present their ‘who done it’
theory. By using a virtual green screen background in
Zoom, their head was placed on a virtual character’s
body sitting in the Captain’s armchair, from where
they would present their theory, whilst the actors
simultaneously attempt to visually play out the
narrative on the projection screen (Image 4; pg.9).
This was further augmented with use of a digital case
file layer/prop, upon which the audience Zoom chat
would appear, as if typed directly on the file, such as
“Doug Spoddy is the Criminal!” (Image 4; pg.9). Other
ideas and experiments included the effective use of
silhouettes to disguise the identity of the characters as
they played out possible murder scenarios (Image 11;
pg.17), and rocking the entire scene and actors in the
Captain’s cabin, successfully simulating the motion
effect of the ship rolling back and forth on the waves
(Image 5; pg.10).
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Sharp Teeth Theatre
March – April 2022
Image 1
In the Captain’s cabin,
Captain El Sharto
(left), played by Alice
Lamb introduces the
first suspect Doug
Spoddy (right), played
by Tom Fletcher on a
projection screen.

Image 2
Pen(elope) Gwynn
(centre), played by Alice
Lamb drops evidence
to incriminate Getjør
Berrings (right), played
by Tom Fletcher as Zoom
audience members
(left) watch through the
window aghast.
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Sharp Teeth Theatre
March – April 2022
Image 3
Welsh zoologist Pen
Gwynn in her lab with
a Zoom audience
member appearing
from under her bench.

Image 4
Co-director Peter Baker
(left) plays the Zoom
audience lead detective
to present the reasons
behind his group’s theory
that Doug Spoddy was
the murderer, whilst the
two actors improvise to
act out the theory on the
projection screen.
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Sharp Teeth Theatre
March – April 2022
Image 5
Captain El Sharto
tries to keep his
balance as the good
ship Sesacional rolls
back and forth, and
a Zoom audience
member watches
through a porthole.
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Performance
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Technical Approaches

Similar to previous residencies, the Sharp Teeth Theatre
residency was completed using the vMix system https://
www.vmix.com, a software vision mixer that provides
a complete Telepresence Stage solution, incorporating
videoconference communications (vMix Call) with
video mixing and chromakeying effects. Using a
Google Chrome browser and vMix Call website https://
advanced.vmixcall.com, the two actors, situated in their
separate spaces in Bristol and London called the vMix
software (controller) running on a computer in another
part of London. The incoming video calls and virtual
sets were chromakeyed together by the controller and
relayed back to the remote actors and simultaneously
streamed on Zoom via ZoomISO (Diagram 1).

Diagram 1 – Telepresence Stage system workflow.

Video images of Zoom audience members using virtual
green screen backgrounds were brought into vMix
using ZoomISO https://www.liminalet.com/zoomiso,
a development on the Zoom platform https://zoom.
us that generates individual NDI (Network Device
Interface) https://www.ndi.tv video outputs of the
participants in the Zoom meeting, allowing them to be
used as live video sources in the Telepresence Stage
production on vMix. In addition, live chat from the
Zoom meeting was placed within scenes as titles and
text overlays using the vMix addon ‘vMix Social’ https://
www.vmix.com/products/vmix-social.aspx. The addon
integrates Twitter, Facebook, Twitch, YouTube and IRC
social media content directly into the live production.
In order to incorporate Zoom, the chat was copied
and pasted into an IRC channel by a member of the
production team watching the performance on Zoom.
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Participants Technical Setup

Diagram 2 – Green-screen studio setup
instructions for each remote performer:
Green-screen backdrop and stand, video
lights, webcam, computer, ethernet
connection and TV screen.
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Equipment and Materials

The hardware and software used by the vMix
controller, Chloe Mashiter in London included:
1 x HP Pavilion 17.3in Gaming Laptop, with: i7 processor, 8GB RAM,
NVIDIA GTX 1660 Ti graphics card (6GB RAM), 1TB HDD storage
and 515GB SSD storage.
1 x Software: vMix PRO version 25.0.0.29, NewtekNDI Tools and VBAudio cable.
1 x Macbook Air, Retina, 13-inch, 2019, running BigSur 11.5.2.
1 x Software: ZoomISO NDI5 version 1.1.1.

The hardware, software and green-screen
equipment used by each performer included:
1 x MacBook Pro
1 x Google Chrome: https://advanced.vmixcall.com
1 x 24” LCD HD TV
1 x HDMI cable 5 metres
1 x Logitech C922 Webcam
1 x USB-C Hub
1 x USB Extension cable 3 metres
2 x LED Video light
1 x Camera stand, 2.1 metre high
1 x Ball Head mount for webcam
1 x Backdrop stand with 3 metre crossbar
1 x Green-Screen, 3 metre width x 6 metre length
1 x Ethernet cable 5 metres
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Description and Analysis

Image 6
In his cabin, the
Captain (left)
introduces the second
suspect Getjør Berrings
(right) on a flickering
projection screen.

Image 7
With a quick
change of hat,
Alice Lamb
simultaneously
plays Captain
El Sharto in the
armchair and
Pen(elope) Gwynn
on the projection
screen, who is
introduced as
the third and
final suspect.
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Description and Analysis

Image 8
Outside the radio
tower, the Captain
explains where the
suspects can be
found on a map of the
expedition base camp.

Image 9
Captain El Sharto
(left) looks through
the door of the radio
tower, imagining the
monochrome Getjør
Berrings (right) making
the desperate radio call
for help that he received
earlier in the day.
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Description and Analysis

Image 10
Captain El Sharto
(right) at the murder
scene in the radio
tower, with Admiral
Albert Ross (left)
slumped across the
desk … “quite dead!”.

Image 11
Alice Lamb and Tom
Fletcher re-enact
different murder
scenarios, silhouetted
to disguise their identity.
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Description and Analysis

Image 12
Doug Spoddy in the
camp kitchen readies
himself for questioning
by the online audience
of detectives.

Image 13
Getjør Berrings crawls
out of a hole in the
floor of the map room
to meet the detectives
for questioning.
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Description and Analysis

Image 14
Zoom audience
member and codirector Peter Baker
(left) in the captain’s
armchair presents
his ‘who done it’
theory, as Pen Gwynn
massages Admiral
Albert Ross, played
by Tom Fletcher with
poisonous seal liver oil.

Image 15
Pen Gwynn and
Getjør Berrings on
the projection screen
act out the Zoom
audience member’s
(left) theory of a
secret love affair,
with audience
generated captions
of a “Conspiracy” on
a case file.
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Description and Analysis

Image 16
Pen Gwynn (left)
explains how she
was poisoning
Admiral Albert Ross
with seal liver oil, as
a displeased Zoom
audience member
(right) appears from
under her bench.

Image 17
Pen Gwynn
appears at a
doorway and calls
Getjør Berrings to
come to the radio
tower immediately,
in her attempt to
frame him.
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Description and Analysis

Image 18
Pen Gwynn re-enacts
how she strangled
Admiral Albert Ross
in the radio tower,
with Zoom audience
members watching
through portholes
and doorways.

Image 19
Captain El Sharto
(right) attempts to
shake hands with
Zoom audience
detective Peter Baker
(left) to congratulate
him on successfully
solving the case.
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Description and Analysis

Sharp Teeth Theatre, Sherlock in Homes
cast and production members:
Alice Lamb – Captain El Sharto, Pen(elope) Gwynn,
Admiral Albert Ross
Tom Fletcher – Getjør Berrings, Doug Spoddy,
Admiral Albert Ross
Peter Baker – Zoom audience member detective
and co-director
Stephanie Kempson – Co-director
Chloe Mashiter – Technical director, video designer
and vMix production controller
The Sherlock in Homes performance is an interactive
murder mystery comedy, demonstrating a variety
of ‘live action’ layering techniques and effects. The
audience plays detectives on the 1929 International
Detective Booze Cruise, invited by Captain El Sharto
(Image 5; pg.10) to solve the murder of Admiral Albert
Ross in the nearby Antarctic expedition base camp. In
his cabin, the Captain briefs the audience, presenting
a list of three suspects - Doug Spoddy the camp cook
and quartermaster (Image 1; pg.8), Getjør Berrings
the Norwegian cartographer (Image 6; pg.15), and
Pen(elope) Gwynn the Welsh zoologist (Image 7;
pg.15). The suspects appear in their quarters on an
old-fashioned projection screen in the corner of the
cabin. The scene shifts to outside the camp radio
tower. As the Captain describes the camp layout, a
map appears indicating the location of the suspects
quarters (Image 8; pg.16). The background changes
again and Captain El Sharto recounts the radio
message he received earlier that day from Getjør
Berrings (Image 9; pg.16) who told him where the body
of Admiral Albert Ross was found, exclaiming him
“quite dead!” (Image 10; pg.17). The Captain attempts
to hypothesise the murder and silhouetted characters
appear enacting his potential murder scenarios that
become increasingly ludicrous (Image 11; pg.17).

director Peter Backer, watching on Zoom plays all three
audience team leaders, with his head appearing on
a lounging body in the Captain’s armchair (Image 14;
pg.19). He uses different accents to distinguish each
team leader and describes three different scenarios,
which are simultaneously played out by the actors on
the projection screen in the corner of the cabin (Image
15; pg.19). Finally, Pen Gwynn admits that she is the
murderer (Image 16; pg.20), describing and enacting
what she did (Image 17; pg.20). The backgrounds
switch behind the actors as she tells the tale, with
audience members peering through windows and
round doorways to watch (Image 18; pg.21). With the
case solved, Captain El Sharto thanks the audience
team leader and offers to shake hands. Discovering
their hands are different sizes, they play the difficulty
in (virtually) shaking hands to comic effect, with the
Captain declaring “what enormous hands you have!”
(Image 19; pg.21).

Video Recordings
Sherlock in Homes by Sharp Teeth Theatre - Trailer
5 minutes mp4
Watch here
Sherlock in Homes by Sharp Teeth Theatre - Performance
30 minutes mp4
Watch here
Sharp Teeth Theatre - Residency PLAYLIST
Watch here

The audience is divided into teams and given five
minutes to question each of the suspects on the
camp - Doug Spoddy in the kitchen (Image 12; pg.18),
Pen Gwynn in her lab and Getjør Berrings hiding in
the map room (Image 13; pg.18). They each improvise
and answer the detectives’ questions, ensuring that
key information is given as possible clues. Finally, the
scene changes back to the Captain’s cabin, and the
audience teams are invited to offer their theories. Co-
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Evaluation

Company Reflections
The Sharp Teeth company’s technical expertise meant
that, following initial support and guidance, they
were able to manage the entire residency themselves.
The vMix production was controlled by Sharp Teeth
collaborator Chloe Mashiter, who commented that
the functionality of vMix was easy to pick up. The
actors also felt the telepresence solution was very
intuitive and they were free to stand up and perform
without the previous technical responsibilities, such
as managing Zoom breakout rooms etc. However,
their previous experience of performing in Zoom
did provide direct visual access to all the audience
in one place. They felt this was a limitation of the
Telepresence Stage solution, but this could be
resolved if they had two laptops, one for the vMix
call and one for Zoom. However, bringing the Zoom
audience into vMix with ZoomISO was really liberating
and exciting. Chloe Mashiter remarked on how useful
ZoomISO was, with lots of future potential. Actor Tom
Fletcher spoke about his experience using it and the
possibilities it provided:

“It was such a joy when [a member of
the Zoom audience] got dragged in, for
both him and for us because he was
like, “oh my god I’m in!” and it was so
lovely! I think there would be loads of
scope … in previous Sherlocks we’re
asking the question to the camera, but
with the Telepresence Stage idea it
can be like, oh I’m asking the question
to you here!”
Tom Fletcher, Sharp Teeth Theatre.
They also found the use of silhouettes extremely
effective in aiding their telepresence interactions and
totally appropriate for the murder mystery genre.
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“I thought the silhouette [effect] was
really useful for us as well, in a
telepresence sense it made the
telepresence really easy because you
don’t have to do the awkward, ‘oh am I
in the right place?’ it makes that much
easier. And also, in a murder mystery we
don’t know who these people are, so I
thought that was really good. … I could
really see that being used in the future
[as] a key part of the mystery, you have
to watch this re-enactment, and ‘what
is this thing in their hand, is it a cup?’ but
actually it’s something else!”
Tom Fletcher, Sharp Teeth Theatre.
Actor Alice Lamb also spoke about the liberating effects of
using a telepresence stage to perform in and relate to, as
opposed to talking directly to camera:

“The thing that was most successful
for the murder mystery was being able
to immerse everyone in the world of
it so easily, because before [in Zoom
performances] it’s a lot of information
for our audience to gather from just one
person sat there telling them. The fact
that I could go onto the radio tower and
point to the thing, I just think immediately
an audience is there with you.”
Alice Lamb, Sharp Teeth Theatre
On reflection they were keen to mix the aesthetic styles
of digital and physical environments and props. Chloe
Mashiter proposed future ideas using more props and
objects, such as “a table or a tall stool covered with some
green screen fabric and an appropriate looking box on top
that has [physical] stuff in it.”
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Research Team Reflections
Following a string of online theatre successes with
Sherlock in Homes, Bristol based Sharp Teeth Theatre
were highly recommended by the Bristol Old Vic to
undertake the Telepresence Stage residency. They
brought a significant amount of experience in online
theatre from their previous productions and were well
aware of its potential and scope. They had already
developed a lot of unique methods, but many of
these were shaped by Zoom, the platform of choice
for Sherlock in Homes. Undertaking the Telepresence
Stage residency meant they had to approach things
quite differently using the vMix based solution, but
they still managed to maintain the unique audience
engagement aspects of their work, that has become
their signature style.
Whilst other resident companies have also presented
their Telepresence Stage performance to Zoom
audiences, Sharp Teeth were the first company to bring
Zoom audience members directly into the Telepresence
Stage performance. The unique approach was largely
made possible by using the ZoomISO application, in
combination with Zoom audience members using
virtual green screen backgrounds. This created a
unique Wow factor for the Zoom audience members,
seeing themselves composited into the performance
came as a complete surprise. But Sharp Teeth didn’t
stop there, they were also the first company to utilise
the vMix addon ‘vMix Social’, allowing the Zoom
meeting chat to appear on screen in the Telepresence
Stage performance. Although they were only able to
trial this method of audience engagement, Sharp Teeth
discussed ways this could be used in the future, such
as typing out a telegram on screen from an audience
member. This would also be particularly useful for
Zoom audience members with limited bandwidth or for
those who do not wish to show their video.
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Key Takeaway Points
Monitoring the performance on multiple platforms:
If the performance is being presented live in a Zoom or
MS Teams meeting it is helpful for the performers to have
a second device, such as a laptop or tablet to join the
meeting and monitor the audience and their response, in
addition to the computer/laptop connecting to vMix. This
is particularly useful if the actors need to interact with or
address members of the audience, but they should also
be aware of their available bandwidth to do so.
Adding audience video to the production: Zoom audience
members can appear in the Telepresence Stage
performance using the ZoomISO application, integrating
their full screen resolution image in the production. If the
audience members use virtual green screen backgrounds
in Zoom it also becomes possible to chromakey just their
image into the scene, appearing to look through windows
or placed in picture frames for example.
Including audience chat in the performance:
Using the vMix addon ‘vMix Social’ makes it possible
for remote audience members or producers, watching
the performance on Zoom or YouTube etc. to add live
social media chat to the production. The live chat can
be overlayed in a range of fonts, styles and formats,
appearing within the scenes as subtitles or handwritten
letters, for example.
Using silhouetted actors in the production: Turning the
actors into silhouettes provides them with the opportunity
to interact together as a complete composition, without
having to be concerned about being in front or behind
each other. This effect can work well in physically-oriented
scenes, such as fights, and particularly when the identity
of the actors needs to be mysterious or disguised.
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Contact
www.telepresencestage.org
telepresencestage@brighton.ac.uk

